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Based at McMaster University, Software: Tool for Change is a K-12 Outreach program which in-
spires children to pursue careers in software and equip them with the skills required to succeed in STEM
subjects at the post-secondary level. The skills which most limit access to these programs are associated
with Algebraic Thinking[3]. We teach graphics and animation using Elm, a functional programming
language, to introduce these skills[1]. Children enjoy drawing and almost immediately grasp our embed-
ded Domain Specific Language (DSL) [2] for designing graphics in Elm. As our next step for pre-teens,
we teach simple graphical game construction using state diagrams. We provide simple rules to translate
states into an algebraic data type (ADT) and transitions into a case expression. The Elm Architecture
(TEA) embodies such a model-view-update pattern.

In this paper, we generalize the use of state diagrams to visualize state to Petri App Land (PAL)
apps: a specialization of colored Petri nets in which tokens represent users in a multi-user app. It is
a generalization in the sense that mapping states in an app’s state diagram into places and transitions
into transitions correspond to describing a client app whose every state is reflected on the server, which
can only have one client connection, and no state persisting across connections. Although Petri nets
are often used as a formal tool for analysis, we will use our modified version of coloured Petri nets as
a computational model, and explain how, in combination with code generation, this leads to stronger
types and therefore better flagging of programming errors as type errors. In particular, type checking of
server-side update functions implies that connected users are always in a unique place.

State diagram PAL
state place

transition transition

Although PAL apps do not need to be games, we use the connection to games as a scaffold for new
knowledge. They already understand the concept of players moving through a game map, of which
PAL is a simple abstraction. We are testing the feasibility of PAL in two phases. In the first phase,
undergraduates create the PAL specification programmatically in Haskell with the aid of visualization
via graphviz; in the second phase, children build the PAL specification graphically.

1 State Diagrams only work for Single-Player Games

Learning starts with a short activity in which an instructor raises their hand to indicate transitions and
students make different animal sounds to correspond with the resulting state. Students quickly grasp
the idea of state and the transitions between states. To increase student confidence and foster career
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2 Modelling Distributed Computation with Petri Nets

awareness in younger children, we encourage intermediate children to develop educational games for
younger children. In our Wordathon, younger students create word animations in Elm, while more
advanced programmers build reading games using those animations. Furthermore, students are given a
bigger purpose in the activity and as such take ownership over it in a social learning environment. A
natural next step is to extend the collaboration from game development to gameplay. To support this, we
need an approachable description of multi-player game environments. Ideally, we could use the same
state diagrams with additional nodes, but having experimented with this, we found no tractable model,
which led us to consider a generalization of state diagrams.

To understand the need for a new visualization model to replace state diagrams, consider a multi-
player game in which each player can move independently through the game graph, but with restrictions
depending on other players. In this case, the number of states for a graph with n nodes with p players
would be np. Transitions, which could depend on multiple players, would be even more complicated.
This is without considering the separate states resident on the server versus the client. So, despite the
value in sticking to an analytical framework which works, state diagrams do not lead to useful visualiza-
tions of state or helpful encoding of a multi-client environment. Furthermore, if the number of clients is
not known at compile time, the state diagram would have to change dynamically at runtime.

2 Petri Nets

Petri nets were developed to model physical processes and concurrent systems. Unlike state diagrams,
Petri nets are bipartite directed graphs. One set of nodes are places, and the other set are transitions,
which can be thought of as asynchronous events or parallel processes. These are the static components.
In contrast, tokens reside in places and can be created and destroyed by transitions connected to those
places. In the particular case that transitions conserve the number of tokens, they appear to move from
place to place. Coloured Petri nets are Petri nets in which the tokens have associated typed data.

We draw upon an analogy between Petri nets and massively multiplayer online role-playing games
(MMORPGs) to define PAL apps. Places are analogous to rooms, transitions to doors or portals, and
tokens to players. Figure 1 shows an example extracted from our first large test.

Petri net MMORPG
place room

transition door
token player

3 PAL Workflow

The PAL development workflow (Figure 2) is

1. create a new PAL project with stack;

2. create the PAL specification;

3. compile the PAL specification with ghc;

4. execute the specification, generating types, communication infrastructure and (pure) function stubs;

5. complete view and update function stubs; and,

6. compile the front end with elm make and back end with stack.
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Figure 1: A PAL specification visualized as a bipartite graph which takes inspiration from Petri nets.
Shown here is a subset of the NewYouthHack diagram which handles changing user information such
as passwords. Similar to a Petri Net, places are depicted by circles and every place can have tokens.
Transitions are shown as rectangles and connect one or more places to one or more other places. Labels
on transitions correspond to messages going to the client when that transition is fired. Tokens in black
circles represent users, whereas tokens in the red circles represent asynchronous, impure computations
initiated by issuing a command. Dotted lines show the possibility of a client staying in the current place
without receiving a message from the server. Which of the possible branches a given client takes is
encoded in the server code; the diagram specifies which transitions are possible.

Unlike the Waterfall method, where iterative development often requires extensive reworking, this
model-driven development, using code-generation and rich types facilitates iterative development. For
our first test case, this is especially important, because we are following a human-centered design ap-
proach called Design Thinking, in which multiple prototypes are used to elicit feedback from small
focus groups. The PAL visual model allows the developers to maintain a global understanding of the app
despite significant changes over time. The advantage of using code generation is that all of the infrastruc-
ture, including communication, serialization, wrapping and, unwrapping is kept up-to-date as the design
evolves. A versioning system ensures that the client will not run if accidentally connected to a different
server version, avoiding strange serialization bugs which could occur otherwise. We also generate helper
functions for querying and updating data from our states. Finally, generating rich types ensures that most
changes requiring changes in user-written code are flagged as type errors.

4 Three-Coloured Petri Nets

Each place has three types of state associated with it: client, server and player state. The client state
is the information stored locally in each client. The client’s view is a function of the client state. This
enforces the recommended pattern in TEA.

viewX : clientStateForPlaceX -> Html msgFromPlaceX
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Petri App Land
Framework

Specification (Places,
Transitions, Data

types)

elm makeClient code with
stubs (Elm)

stack buildServer code with
stubs (Haskell)

App maker fills in
stubs: initial states,
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views

App maker fills in
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optional plugins 

Client app (Html/JS)
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Figure 2: An overview of the PAL architecture. A specification is compiled along with the petri-app-
land Haskell module, producing a program which checks for errors and then generates Elm frontend and
Haskell backend code. The user then fills in the generated function stubs and produces executables by
compiling. Once compiled, the server can be run locally or on an Internet server, and the frontend is
accessed in a web browser.

The Elm compiler alone cannot require that the model be an algebraic data type partitioning the
parametrized state across pages, but our generated data types do enforce this. The generated code con-
tains an algebraic data type wrapping the individual client states. The client state is updated similarly to
in TEA.

updateXmsg1Y : msg1ForPlaceX -> clientStateForPlaceX -> (clientStateForPlaceY,...)

The place state is information for each place stored on the server. Player state is a client-specific state
which is kept on the server. Transitions among a set of places on the server have as inputs and outputs
the place states for all connected places. They also consume a list of player states for all players in the
associated places, and produce functions which when mapped over the player states determine the future
location of each player. These functions return algebraic data types with cases for each allowed output
connection. As a result trying to create, destroy or illegally move a player results in a type error, and
by reading the type signature of the update, the developer can infer the allowed connections. Different
classes of transition are supported. Client-only transitions can modify the client state for a specific client
locally, without sending data to the server. This conserves bandwidth and simplifies the PAL diagram.
In the future, we will implement client-only subnets to simplify the PAL diagram further. Client-Server
transitions, on the other hand, allow for modification of the place state as well as the player states. The
player can only transition from one place to another if the connection specified in the transition allows
them to do so.

5 Server-Side Architecture

For the server side, we designed the programmatic interfaces to match TEA as closely as possible, mini-
mizing the amount of fresh knowledge required. On a high level, the server is built on the wai-websockets
stack, using Software Transactional Memory (STM) for communication between threads. Helper threads
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for each user take serialization pressure off of the main thread. Each user is connected to the server via a
(two-way) WebSocket connection, allowing us to build real-time apps without polling. Similarly to TEA,
we also developed a command framework to introduce impure IO operations without the need for mon-
ads (though, for advanced users, monad instances provide access to do notation in Haskell). Commands
can be interpreted as asynchronous transitions with access to features such as file IO, database queries,
HTTP requests and the ability to schedule the firing of future transitions. See Figure 1. Unless a user
needs access to these advanced features, they do not need to know how to use this part of the framework
to make an even advanced app. Our first motivation for including commands was the need to interface
with databases to persist data across server restarts.

6 Two-Phase Feasibility Test

In the first phase, undergraduates create the PAL specification programmatically in Haskell with the aid
of visualization via graphviz. This app is a collaboration with the Brampton Multicultural Community
Centre, to reimagine settlement services for refugee and immigrant youth. Based on user feedback, it cur-
rently provides information about educational pathways, employment and volunteering, as well as access
to mentors from these areas. The initial form of the app came out of a designathon NewYouthHack where
the youth themselves came up with creative solutions to their problems using design thinking. Each suc-
cessive prototype is then presented to focus groups, leading to refinements in the problem definition,
and proposed solution. For this reason, NewYouthHack app is ever-evolving, and PAL’s type safety help
maintain reliability as the the design changes. In the second phase, middle school-aged interns build the
PAL specification graphically for NumPAL a multiplayer universe of math-focussed educational games.
This allows the interns to build a multiplayer game and learn about design thinking, thereby developing
both self-confidence and empathy.

7 Future Work

Our graphical overview of the user’s app will allow us to do even more, including the visualization of
reachability. We can do this by transforming the specification into a coloured Petri net, using third-party
verification tools, and displaying the results in context. We can also visualize app usage by displaying
player-tokens as they move through the net.

We thank the Dean of Engineering, NSERC PromoScience, BMC and Immigration, Refugees and
Citizenship Canada for funding.
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